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Governor Christie On Economic Growth: Our Policies Have Worked

March 15, 2016 HelloFresh
View More Photos

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7cYiVzsuUxM

Transcript:
Governor Christie: We’ve done a lot of great things from an economic perspective and I, quite frankly, grow weary of
folks on the other side of the aisle continuing to poor mouth what is happening here. The numbers are now the
numbers. When you are four-tenths of a point below the national average, when you are better than any state in the
region, when you have recovered all of the jobs that were lost during the great recession, even some of our most
strident political opponents are going to have to finally admit that our policies have worked. And HelloFresh is just
another example of how those policies, both using economic incentives and keeping taxes down in this state, not
allowing them to increase at all different levels is the thing that needs to be done to make New Jersey competitive and
to give our citizens a chance to have a good job where they come to work every day, feel good about what they do, and
be paid a competitive wage. Those things are all important to New Jersey families. And so I am thrilled by the progress
that we have made. It has been a long hard struggle because a lot of policies that were put into effect before I became
governor, some of which we have been able to get rid of, some of which we have not been able to get rid of, put a real
headwind at us. But we continued to burrow through it, work real hard and most importantly, the people of the state
continued to work hard. I am proud of what we have accomplished here and the people of the state should be proud of
what we accomplished as well. And I am sure they are.
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